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    “To die for the people is weightier than Mount Tai…
 Wherever there is struggle there is sacrifice, and death is a 
common occurrence. But we have the interests of the people and the 
sufferings of the great majority at heart, and when we die for the 
people it is a worthy death.”
    - Mao Zedong, Serve the People

Remember Luis “Junior” Martinez

Ten Years After “Bolivarian Revolution,”
Term Limits Ended for Chavez

March, 10th 2009
On February 2nd, Hugo Chavez celebrated 10 
years as president of Venezuela. Less than two 
weeks later, Venezuelans voted 54 percent to 
46 percent, allowing him to run for the leading 
post indefinitely. “This is is historic day,” 
Chavez told a crowd in Caracas.

Chavez, a self-styled socialist, first came into 
the spotlight in 1992 after he launched a 
botched coup. He was elected in December of 
1998 with a populist program: one which over 
the past ten years has become in some regards 
bolder. In April of 2002, a U.S. condoned 
coup was launched against Chavez. Due 
largely to his widespread support, both in the 
military and amongst the masses, it was 
unsuccessful. Since then, he has become one 
the most vocal and widely broadcasted critics 
of U.S. foreign policy.

During the past ten years, Chavez’s leadership 
has coincided with marked improvements in 
[cont next page]

This March 17th is the 
commemoration of the death of Luis 
Jr Martinez. On March 17 1973, the 
Crusade for Justice, a Chicano civil 
rights organization in Denver, was 
attacked in a police raid. In the 
ensuing attack Luis Jr Martinez was 
assassinated by a cop from the 
Denver police. Luis was a Chicano 
revolutionary who exemplified the 

spirit of resistance and struggle for Mexicano people in occupied 
land. He gave his life defending his people, and for this we 
observe his life.

As a youth Martinez grew up in the barrios of Denver. He put his 
energies into serving the community as he became more 
politically active and aware. [cont. Page 3]
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Venezuelan society, particularly in the areas of food security, 
literacy and community control. These improvements have 
come largely at the expense of imperialism: both the First 
World and its lackeys inside Venezuela. This latter group 
makes up Chavez’s greatest domestic opposition.

Outside of Venezuela, Chavez has formed close ties with 
other South American leaders towards the end of decreasing 
U.S. domination in the region. At one point he called 
Columbia, the region’s largest recipient of U.S. military aid, 
the “Israel of Latin America.” Around the world, Chavez has 
made high-profile arms deals with Russia and signed social 
and economic development contracts with Iran. Responding 
to the latest attack on Gaza, Venezuela along with Bolivia 
broke official diplomatic ties with Israel and expelled their 
ambassadors.

Speaking after his most recent victory, Chavez stated that 
Venezuelans voted “for socialism [and] for revolution.” A 
continuation of the “Socialism in the 21st Century” theme 
that Chavez has increasingly stressed, how exactly such 
rhetoric will translate into the future remains unclear.

“Revolution” and “socialism” connotate change. Revolution 
has been called the overthrow of one class by another. Both 
imply the remaking of society into one with inequality and 
division, without classes or a state. Thus, when Chavez says 
“revolution” and “socialism” to describe his leadership and 
Venezuelan society, our appraisal of these claims should be 
based on the standard of ‘what direction society is moving.’ 
Our analysis is also global. The struggle inside Venezuela 
should be considered in the context of the overall global 
struggle against imperialism and for a new world.

There are criticisms of Chavez to be made. Internationally, 
following his referendum victory, Chavez hinted at a 
rapprochement with the United States. Barack Obama, 
during his campaign, included Chavez in this list of 
controversial leaders whom he would “sit down with.” 
Additionally, while forming an alliance with Russia may to 
some degree counter U.S. power globally, such is hardly a 
revolutionary strategy for the world’s oppressed masses. 
More disturbing, Chavez has stated that “guerrilla war is 
history;” a slap to the face for those directly resisting 
imperialism, and beating it, through guerrilla warfare.

Chavez has also been criticized for his top down approach. 
Such criticism is premature, especially from those outside of 
Venezuelan society. Authoritarianism on the part of the 
Chavez administration has obviously been not all bad. 
Notably, it has occurred in conjunction with the mass 
mobilization of Venezuela’s poorest and has helped 
Venezuelan society make leaped and bounds. As many 
Venezuelans think, Venezuela needs ten more years of

April, 28th 2009

On April 20th, the so-called United Nations opened its first 
World Conference Against Racism in eight years. The 
United States announced ahead of time that it would boycott 
the conference; similar announcements were made by Israel, 
Germany, Canada, Australia, and the Netherlands. Were it 
not for the terrible oppression that people around the world 
face due to imperialism, the fact that a global conference on 
racism is being boycotted by the Obama administration 
would merely seem ironic. Malcolm X, a Black nationalist 
and internationalist, was an early proponent of elevating 
racism as an international human rights issue. [cont page 4]

Chavez for “Socialism in the 21st Century” to be become a 
reality. Moreover, such ‘leftist’ criticisms coming from 
Westerns, regardless of their intention, mirror and buttress 
those coming from the U.S. State Department. Insofar as 
authoritarianism has limitations and its existence will leave 
a mark on Venezuelan society, it is something the the 
Venezuelan masses will eventually have to deal with.

In all, Chavez is a nebulous figure. It is clear that his 
administration is a major pole in global anti-imperialism, 
though his opposition is at times wavering. Inside Venezuela 
he has presided over clear social transformation while the 
methods and manners by which this has been accomplished 
have their own flaws and are simultaneously laying the 
foundations for the creation of new divisions. In the end 
however, the fate of Venezuela- and the world- lies not with 
leaders but with the masses themselves. Theirs is a struggle 
that is far from over. Now that Chavez has been given the 
opportunity to lead the country indefinitely, the question 
remains what his relation to this continuing struggle will be.
[http://raimd.wordpress.com/2009/03/10/ten-years-after-
bolivarian-revolution-term-limits-ended-for-chavez/]
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Obama Administration Boycotts U.N. Conference on Racism, 
Imperialists Walk Out During Ahmadinejad Speech



Martinez eventually joined the Crusade for Justice, founded in 
1966 and led by Rudolfo “Corky” Gonzalez. The Crusade for 
Justice was a leading Chicano nationalist organization and the 
Crusade and Corky became influential nationwide. With the 
Crusade Martinez attended the Poor Peoples Campaign in 1968 
in DC.

Martinez was also a founder of a local chapter of the Black 
Berets, a national radical Chicano organization. They operated 
out of the Crusade building and assisted with security at 
community events. The Berets played an important role in the 
West High School blowouts in 1968, high school uprisings that 
happened all throughout Aztlan/Occupied Mexico.  Junior was 
active in serving, educating and organizing the Chicano 
community in many different ways.

Martinez was also an accomplished dancer. After traveling to 
Mexico Martinez founded the Baile de Chicano de Aztlan, a 
dance troupe within the Crusade. Using culture as a tool, he 
helped in bringing back culture from Mexico to teach to the 
people to help regain their cultural knowledge. The enthusiasm 
Martinez brought to his dance influenced others around him.

Luis became an outspoken and increasingly militant activist. 
Subsequently he was constantly targeted by the police. Like 
many debates among the Movement in this time, an issue at 
hand was armed self defense, with Martinez being an advocate 
that oppressed people have a right to defend themselves.

On February 27 1973 the American Indian Movement took over 
and occupied Wounded Knee, South Dakota in response to the 
long injustices and oppression faced by First Nation peoples. In 
Denver the Crusade helped organize protests in solidarity, 
showing unity and cooperation among oppressed nations within 
Amerika. Both AIM and Chicano organizations were targets of 
federal counterinsurgency under COINTELPRO, and the 
prospects of Chicano and Native unity was something they 
couldn’t tolerate. The Wounded Knee incident lasted 71 days, 
and the activity around it was a pretext to lead to a confrontation 
on March 17 of that year.

The police raided the Crusade headquarters at Colfax and 
Downing this day. A shootout happened between police and 
Chicanos, including Martinez. Luis was shot and killed, and 
another Crusade member was wounded. A subsequent 
explosion destroyed a Crusade apartment building. The reason 
for this explosion remains unknown, but was in the context of 
the Wounded Knee struggle, and this repressive act marked a 
turning point for movement activities in Denver.

The Founding of El Centro L.U.I.S., Continuing 
Internationalism

After Luis Jr Martinez was killed, movement activism took 
different directions. His brothers Joe and Mark Martinez 
founded in the mid-1970’s El Centro L.U.I.S. (Latinos United 
in International Solidarity) in his memory. It offered a more 

internationalist alternative to the then dominant and narrow 
cultural nationalism of the Crusade for Justice. Also as the 
Crusade slid into reformism, El Centro LUIS attempted to keep 
a revolutionary project going. At the time there was increased 
internationalist solidarity among Chicanos, Mexicans, Puerto 
Ricans, and Native Peoples. El Centro provided serve the 
people programs as well as advanced an anti-imperialist 
political program. Much of their work continues from their 
formed participants, including the Mexican National Liberation 
Movement founded in Colorado.

Along with Martinez, others from Colorado, as well as 
nationally, lost their lives for the movement also. They include 
Ricardo Falcon and Los Seis de Boulder. The Mexican National 
Liberation Movement recognizes these fallen comrades as 
Symbols of Resistance. As they describe it in a pamphlet they 
distribute commemorating the martyrs of the Chicano 
Movement from Colorado:

    “Clarity of vision. Strength of spirit. Firmness of action. 
These are the gifts the Symbols of Resistance have given to the 
Mexicano community, gifts made all the more precious because 
they were given with the fullness and eternity of their lives. For 
these reasons the Movimiento de Liberacion Nacional 
Mexicano (M.L.N.M.) has the responsibility to honor its fallen 
heroes and martyrs. Any revolutionary movement must honor 
their martyrs who have attained the highest level of love that a 
human being can attain – the love for their people and the 
simple conviction that their people have a right to live their lives 
in dignity.”

With MLNM, RAIM also salutes Luis Jr Martinez this day, a 
Symbol of Resistance for all oppressed peoples and those who 
stand with them.

[http://raimd.wordpress.com/2009/03/28/remember-luis-
junior-martinez/]
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March, 16th 2009

On March 4th, 2009, the International Kangaroo Court (ICC) 
charged Omar al-Bashir, the president of Sudan, with five 
counts of crimes against humanity and two counts of war 
crimes. The charges, which stem from the conflict in Darfur, 
are the first of their kind to be leveled against a seated head 
of state. Since armed conflict broke out in 2001, upwards of 
200,000-300,000 people have died in the Darfur region.

The decision to charge al-Bashir has been protested by many 
of the world’s governments. Representatives from China, a 
country which is heavily invested in Sudan, said the charges 
will set back the peace process and instead promoted a 
combination of negotiations and joint UN-African 
peacekeeping missions. 

The president of Senegal urged for the charges to be dropped. 
A Libyan official was quoted as saying, “the decision [of the 
ICC] did not take into account the views of the African Union, 
the Arab League, the Organization of the Islamic Conference or 
the Nonaligned Movement.” A number of Middle East 
countries, including Syria and Iran, have came out against the 
charges. Leaders of Venezuela, Hezzbollah and Hamas have 
also made statements supportive of President al-Bashir.

The decision to charge al-Bashir is especially hypocritical as it 
was pushed through by the United States with Europe’s 

backing. The United States is one of the few countries which 
officially labels the situation in Darfur a genocide, a term 
rejected by both the UN and the ICC. Over the past ten years, 
the United States has been increasingly meddling in the 
country’s affairs. In 2007, after Sudan agree to allow in UN 
peacekeepers, U.S. officials expressed skepticism and promised 
to “tighten the screws.”

Sudan, the largest country in Africa, is resource rich. It exports 
oil, cotton, sesame, sugar and gum arabic. It also has deposits of 
gold, bauxite, copper, zinc, cobalt, uranium, iron, silver, nickel, 
tin and natural gas. Though undeveloped by Western capitalist 
standards, Sudan, like many African countries, contains 
enormous potential profit.

The trumped up charges against al-Bashir coincide with 
imperialism’s increasing interest in the African continent. 
Countries such as the Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Zimbabwe and Somalia have seen heightened levels of 
imperialist meddling and intimidation tactics over the last 
decade. In September of 2007, the United States Africa 
Command, or AFRICOM, was established to ensure Amerikan 
military supremacy over the region. With its influence in much 
South America waning and its adventures in the Middle East 
and Central Asia clearly failing, Amerika is now predictably 
setting its predatory sights on Africa.

The International Kangaroo Court that issued al-Bashir’s arrest 
warrant is just that: a kangaroo court [cont page 6] 

While “race” is a false paradigm originally imposed by Western 
oppressor nations to justify their transnational rampage, greater 
awareness and intolerance for ‘racial’ oppression often makes 
racism a useful rhetorical device when employed by the 
oppressed. The only head of state to attend, Iranian president 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, used the occasion to deliver a scathing 
critique of Western imperialism. Making the speech 
extraordinary however, delegates from the European Union 
collectively walked out during his speech. The Obama 
Administration claims it wouldn’t attend because the event 
would single-out Israel. Ahmadinejad’s actual speech and the 
response it garnered highlight the real reasons behind the 
West’s collective rebuff.

Ahmadinejad used the occasion to question the legitimacy of 
the U.N. Security Council and its commitment to humanity. 
“Look at the Security Council which is the legacy of World War 
I and II. Based on what logic have they been given the right to 
veto?,” Ahmadinejad asked. “When there is legal 
discrimination and the law-making centre is a source of 
bullying and force instead of justice and fairness, how can one 
expect to achieve justice and peace?”

Ahmadinejad also juxtaposed imperialism’s shallow 
condemnation of “racial discrimination” with its flagrant 
oppression of the vast majority of humanity. All of this led up 
to this statement and prompted the Western delegates to walk 
out:

“After the Second World War, by exploiting the holocaust and 
under the pretext of protecting the Jews they made a nation 
homeless with military expeditions and invasion. They 
transferred various groups of people from America, Europe and 
other countries to this land. They established a completely racist 
government in the occupied Palestinian territories. [delegates 
walk out] And in fact, under the pretext of making up for 
damages resulting from racism in Europe, they established the 
most aggressive, racist country in another territory, i.e. 
Palestine.”

Ahmadinejad didn’t say anything new or remarkable; he was 
speaking for the Palestinian masses whose voices are 
systematically excluded from typical international dialogue, 
including representation in the U.N. The boycott and walk-out 
by the West simply demonstrates that imperialism has nothing 
but contempt, accompanied by arrogance, for the oppressed 
Palestinian masses. [cont next page]
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April 4th, 2009

Like many of the world’s animals, the 
Sumatran tiger is facing extinction due to 
imperialism’s ravenous exploitation of 
the vast Third World. With less than four 
hundred remaining in the wild, the 
Sumatran tiger, like uncountable other 
species and sub-species, is recognized as 
being “critically endangered” while 
simultaneously being wiped through 
activities inherent to the current system. 
Unlike other animals however, the 
Sumatran tiger is not dying-off gracefully.

Like many other rainforest animals, a 
dwindling habitat and food supply caused 
by deforestation has the Sumatran tiger 
facing its end. Hungry, some of the tigers 
have begun attacking people, many of 
them employed by what have been called 
illegal logging operations. Attacks 
against humans first occurred in 1997. 
Between January 24th and March 3rd of 
this year, nine people have been killed by 
the rare tigers. Since the 1985, fifty 
percent of the islands remaining forests 
have been destroyed.

The primary culprits are Asian Pulp and 
Paper (APP) and other companies under 
the Indonesian holding company Sinar 
Mas Group (SMG). As recently as 2008 
the companies were investigated for 
illegal practices. According to local 
NGOs, the companies’ operations are 
“legally questionable and 
environmentally unsound.” Since the 80’s 
APP alone has cleared an estimated 2.5 
million acres of virgin forest on the 
island. Despite the clear habitat and 
environmental destruction their practices 
cause, APP plans on expanding its 
operation on both Sumatra and to the 
neighboring island of Papua New Guinea.

Asian Pulp and Paper has also been 
accused of various human rights abuses. 
Indigenous peoples’ claim that the 
logging companies have seized their land, 
intimidated them and denied them access 
to traditionally public areas. According to 
Amnesty International, in December of 
2008 APP destroyed a village, leaving 
four hundred people without homes. 
Greenpeace claims security guards 

working for another SMG company 
assaulted peaceful protestors. Neither for 
human rights abuses nor environment 
destruction has APP or its partner 
companies faced legal action.

This unfortunate situation occurs within 
the context of imperialism: whereby the 
lives, labor and natural resources of the 
Third World are exploited for the benefit 
of the First World. The pattern in Sumatra 
is all to familiar: the land is sold off to 
investors and the newly uprooted 
indigenous populations employed at 
massively exploitative wages in 
occupations geared towards the 
exportation of their natural wealth. The 
stories change only in the details. Here, 
Sinar Mas Group does the exploiting and 
passes on the discount to First World 
consumer outlets such as Target and 
ultimately First World consumers 
themselves. It is as unfortunate as 
predictable that the Sumatran Tiger, and 
countless other unreported species, are 
caught in the middle of this vicious 
system.

It is in the interest of the Sumatran Tiger 
and bio-diversity as a whole that the 
capitalist imperialist system be 
overthrown. A system that seeks ever 
expanded markets, transactions and 
profits is simply not compatible with the 
natural world. Justifying its increasing 
ecological destruction, a representative 
for a SMG company recently said, “We 
are still a growing company. We 
(Indonesia) are still competing with 
Malaysia to become the world’s top 
producer of palm oil.”

Unfortunately, Sumatran tigers, as 
evidenced by this string of attacks on 
their Sumatran neighbors, are incapable 
of forming class consciousness against a 

common oppressor. Unlike an 
amorphized ‘Animal Kingdom’ or 
metaphysical concepts of a ‘Gaia,’ the 
only force capable of freeing the island of 
Sumatra from the exploitation of First 
World imperialism is the exploited 
Sumatran masses and their allies in the 
Third World. Only by uniting the masses 
against imperialist exploitation and 
building a new order based on rationally 
meeting basic needs can the people of the 
Third World, the Sumatran tiger and 
species like it live in a world, not of 
increasing exploitation and 
endangerment, but social and ecological 
harmony.
[http://raimd.wordpress.com/2009/04/04/
in-danger-of-being-snuffed-out-by-
imperialism-sumatran-tigers-lacking-class-
consciousness-strike-out-against-super-
exploited-neighbors/]

Barack Obama has made a big show 
about dialogue and open debate. The U.N. 
Conference Against Racism was just that, 
a U.N. sanctioned conference with no 
authoritative power. In reality, Obama is 
committed to liberal ideas such as 
‘dialogue’ only when it furthers the 
interests of U.S. imperialism. The recent 
World Conference Against Racism 
provided an unusual global platform to 
speak out against U.S. imperialism, thus 
the Obama administration went out of its 
way to wreck it.

Rather than continuing the legacy of 
Malcolm X, Barack Obama spits on it. 
Malcolm X sought unity with the world’s 
people in order to fight oppression 
globally. Barack Obama on the other 
hand actively works to strengthen to 
imperialist system which oppresses the 
world’s people. Obama and the West’s 
flagrant anti-Palestine, anti-oppressed, 
ultra-reactionary posturing should both 
forever shatter the idea of ‘race’ and 
racism as central features of global 
oppression and put the revolutionary 
attention of the global masses where it 
should be, fighting the U.S.-led capitalist-
imperialist system.
[http://raimd.wordpress.com/2009/04/28/
obama-administration-boycotts-un-
conference-on-racism-imperialists-walk-
out-during-ahmadinejad-speech/]
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 Sumatran Tigers, Lacking Class Consciousness, 
Strike Out At Super-Exploited Neighbors
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FUCK THE BORDER

SUPPORT MEXICAN NATIONAL LIBERATION
Amerika's borders are militarily imposed. They were established as part of a genocidal expansion onto the North 
American continent. Amerika and its borders are illegitimate.

Amerika's borders are currently a means to imprison the masses of the 'Global South' in abject poverty. 
RAIM-Denver supports their free movement into the United States. Those who oppose the free movement of 
oppressed peoples into the U.S. are enemies of the oppressed.

Mexicans are not "immigrants." Amerika stole nearly half of Mexico. As is often the case, Mexican "immigrants" 
are returning to the "Southwest": Occupied Mexico. There is nothing "alien" about Mexicans either. Mexicans 
have far more in common with the people of North and South America; they are far more representative of the 
world's people. Amerikans are the real illegal aliens.

RAIM-Denver supports the revolutionary struggles of oppressed people. While this struggle is primarily one of 
people directly overthrowing imperialist exploitation in the Third World, it is clear that this struggle must also 
strike at the heart of imperialism. This fact, Amerika's history and other factors, all necessitate the dismantling of 
the United States as a sovereign entity.

RAIM-Denver supports the creation of a Mexican state in the "Southwest" and its reunification with a 
revolutionized Mexico. As part of the complete overthrow of imperialism, RAIM-Denver supports dividing 
Amerika into different territories administered by oppressed peoples in alliance with the revolutionary Third 
World masses. Amerika has stolen much and its debt grows larger by the second. With the division and the 
ultimate destruction of Amerika, oppressed peoples around the world find common cause.

We are the Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist Movement- Denver. We promote the revolutionary transformation of 
society through the global struggle of the oppressed. Find out more at http://raimd.wordpress.com

meant to legitimise Amerika’s global dominance. It is a tool, much like a 
weapon, wielded against the Third World. The charges against al-Bashir 
primarily serve to increase Amerika’s exploitative role in Africa, not to further a 
humanitarian agenda. That the charges and circumstances behind them are so 
outrageous demonstrates the increasingly desperate and belligerent stance of the 
United States. The world is right to be unified in opposition to this power play 
by U.S. imperialism.

Human rights violations and crimes against humanity should be addressed by the 
international community. The situation in Darfur certainly implicates the 
Sudanese government in such crimes. However, these crimes occur in the context 
of larger historical and structural crimes carried out by Western imperialism. 
Moreover, the crimes in Darfur occur not absent more obvious crimes, most 
notably those carried out by the the United States in Afghanistan and Iraq. Any 
serious concern for humanity, any real international criminal court, would start at 
the top. Any serious attempt to prosecute crimes against humanity would not 
begin with President Omar al-Bashir, but the leaders of the United States and 
Western imperialism.
[http://raimd.wordpress.com/2009/03/16/icc-issues-arrest-warrant-for-sudanese-
president-us-tightens-the-screws-on-africa/]
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